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ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS
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FREIGHT SAVER BASKET TRUCK

TOOLS REQUIRED:
7/16 wrench or socket
9/16 wrench or socket
Flathead screwdriver

2  person assembly suggested

Place upper frame parts on ground. Place one side piece 

between the two end pieces.

NOTE: Side pieces have straight top bar, end pieces have curved top 
bar. Make sure end tab on the end pieces are placed on top of side 
piece tabs.

IMPORTANT: Make sure the upright wires are 
all leaning in towards center of unit as shown.

With a 7/16” wrench, fasten the side and end frame 

parts using bolts and small locking nuts provided.

NOTE: Bolt head should be facing down at this point, with locking 
nuts on top.

Place liner upside down on frame. Insert upright wires 

through pockets sewn onto the exterior of liner. Be careful 

not to rip liner with uprights. After inserting all uprights 

through pockets, leave the liner and frame in this 

position in order to install the base.
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HARDWARE INCLUDED (Not to scale)

x8   Small nut

x10  Large nut

· Never allow anyone to ride in basket 

· Always proceed slowly

· Be sure wheels roll freely

· Center loads in basket for balance x20  Flat washer

x40  Plastic snap plugs

x4    Bolts
x1  Rope
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Take the base and turn it wheels up. Insert an upright 

wire through each hole in base. Each wire should stick 

up through the base hole.

Put a washer on top of each threaded wire and tighten 

with large locking nut until the wire is flush with the 

top of the nut.

NOTE: If the upright wire is loose, tighten the thin nut until the wire 
frame is secured to base.

Place one washer on the pre-installed nut of each 

upright.

Your Basket Truck is now ready for service.
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Turn unit upright so wheels are on ground. Pull liner 

up and fold over wire frame top. Line up the brass 

grommets. You may use plastic snap plugs to secure 

the liner or you can use rope to thread through the top 

of liner as shown.

NOTE: If using rope, leave about 8” at the end to tie off when done. 
Start on one end, work your way around the basket, and tie a knot to 
complete. If using plastic snap plugs, line up brass grommets and 
push two plastic snaps together to fasten.


